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Abstract

Satirical news is featured as texts grounded
in actual events or information but which are
presented in an exaggerated, humorous, and in-
congruous manner. An intriguing aspect is that
satirical news can be mistaken for authentic
by readers who fail to discern the intended hu-
morous and ironic elements that satirical texts
seek to convey. In this paper, we investigate
if fine-tuned large language models are able to
identify satirical news in Brazilian Portuguese.
We found out that they can identify satirical
news with 78-96% F-measure. Furthermore,
we also investigate if they do that based on the
same linguistic clues as humans do.

1 Introduction

Satirical news comprises fictional news stories that
parody the news genre and encompass a wide range
of topics, including social issues, politics, entertain-
ment, sports, and others. Typically, these satirical
news pieces are grounded in actual events or infor-
mation but are presented in an exaggerated, humor-
ous, and incongruous manner with the intention of
critiquing or lampooning societal events. Further-
more, it is common for these satirical news items to
be widely disseminated online, significantly influ-
encing how individuals perceive their society. They
transcend the conventional boundaries of media
and are distributed through various channels and
formats, ranging from magazines to television pro-
grams, websites, and even fictional web characters
(Rubin et al., 2016; Ermida, 2012).

An intriguing aspect within this context is that
satirical news can be mistaken for authentic by
readers who fail to discern the intended humorous
and ironic elements that satirical texts seek to con-
vey. This is particularly attributable to the extensive
sharing of such satirical content (Wick-Pedro et al.,
2020; Santos et al., 2020). Often, this challenge
of distinguishing between factual and humorous
content arises because satirical news articles may
incorporate genuine information and real events
into their satirical narratives. This overlap of real
and fictional information can perplex the reader.

Another significant aspect when it comes to deal-
ing with satirical content is to understand how
sources of satirical news “reinterpret” real events,
as satire is often used to critique and convey subjec-
tive messages to the public. Therefore, identifying
distinctive features that delineate these types of
content can provide a strong foundation for distin-
guishing between satirical news and factual news.
Consequently, automatically identifying satirical
news can be a challenging task, given that satire
can be subtle and often necessitates an understand-
ing of the context and the author’s intent (Rubin
et al., 2016).

It is important to emphasize the need for a thor-
ough assessment of the reliability of these auto-
matic identification models before concluding that
they are suitable for addressing specific challenges,
particularly in highly complex tasks, such as fake
news detection (Monteiro et al., 2018), humor,
irony and sarcasm recognition (Inácio et al., 2023;
Van Hee et al., 2016), among others. Therefore, it



becomes essential to question whether we are truly
capable of understanding what the machine is learn-
ing and whether it is effectively capturing relevant
information for the phenomenon under analysis.

In this particular context, we present a study on
the recognition of satirical news, with a special
focus on Large Language Models (LLMs). In addi-
tion to assessing the performance of the fine-tuned
LLMs for this task, we also aim to check whether
the linguistic elements identified by humans as in-
dicative of satire are the same as those highlighted
by the machine. To achieve these goals, we com-
pare human annotations with the results obtained
from SHAP (Lundberg and Lee, 2017), a machine
learning explainability tool. It is worth noting that
this work was entirely conducted for Brazilian Por-
tuguese, a language considerably less developed in
this task compared to languages like English.

Thus, this paper aims to answer two research
questions:

RQ1 How well can fine-tuned LLMs identify
satire?

RQ2 Is the knowledge that the machine uses to
make such identification the same as that con-
sidered by humans?

The experiments and results discussed in this pa-
per are all publicly available at https://github.
com/LALIC-UFSCar/satire-recognition.

This paper is organized as follows. Section 2
describes some important work related to ours re-
garding satire identification and machine learning
explainability. The methodology adopted for our
experiments, including the corpus, the pre-trained
LLMs, and the explainability tool, is described in
Section 3. Section 4 brings the results that helped
us to answer our research questions. Finally, Sec-
tion 5 finishes this paper with some conclusions
and proposals for future work.

2 Related Work

In this section, we briefly describe some important
work related to ours regarding satire identification
(2.1) and machine learning explainability (2.2).

2.1 Satire Identification
As previously mentioned, satire identification is a
challenging task since satirical texts may incorpo-
rate genuine information and real events, and this
overlap of real and fictional information can per-
plex the reader. Indeed, satirical news can turn into

fake news by leading to deception when the satire
is not recognized in its content. The use of ML and
LLMs techniques has had a substantial impact on
the identification and classification of fake news
(Fischer et al., 2022; Low et al., 2022). Previous
studies on fake news detection primarily relied on
the analysis of linguistic features to generate rele-
vant information (Silva et al., 2020; Alghamdi et al.,
2022). Therefore, similar to the approach used for
fake news and deceptive content, it is possible to
apply methods to automatically identify satirical
news (De Sarkar et al., 2018; Horvitz et al., 2020;
Ionescu and Chifu, 2021). An alternative involves
using ML and LLMs to analyze the news content,
taking into account words or expressions that may
suggest the satirical nature of the news.

Burfoot and Baldwin (2009) pioneered satire
classification using SVMs with lexical and seman-
tic features, focusing on headline attributes, offen-
sive language, slang, and semantic analysis. They
employed Named Entity Recognition (NER) for
semantic validity. SVMs outperformed the base-
line, especially when incorporating elements such
as titles, puns, and profanity. The inclusion of va-
lidity features resulted in the highest F-score of
79.8%, which was statistically significant, but the
additional gains were negligible due to the scarcity
of satire cases. Despite a lower recall of 50%, the
classifiers effectively identified satire, even in sub-
tle articles.

Horvitz et al. (2020) introduced an innovative
approach to satire analysis, creating a dataset of
satirical headlines in English paired with factual
context. They utilized transformer-based models,
including BertSum (Liu, 2019) and BERT (Devlin
et al., 2019), to generate satirical headlines. To
accomplish this, the authors employed three pri-
mary fine-tuning schemes, resulting in the creation
of three distinct context-based models: E-Context
(which includes an encoder and decoder trained
with specific learning rates), A-Context (involving
a network trained on preprocessed contexts), and
D-Context (wherein the decoder and encoder were
trained with varying learning rates). As a result,
the Decoder-Weighted-Context (D-Context) model
attained the highest Funny rating1 among all mod-
els at 9.4%, followed by the E-Context model at

1Human annotators were employed to evaluate the per-
formance of different models in the satire generation task,
answering the following questions: (1) Is the headline coher-
ent? (2) Does the headline sound like The Onion? and (3) Is
the headline funny?.

https://github.com/LALIC-UFSCar/satire-recognition
https://github.com/LALIC-UFSCar/satire-recognition


8.7%.
In languages other than English, Ionescu and

Chifu (2021) focused on satire detection in a
multi-source context in the French language, con-
ducting a comparison between shallow and deep
approaches that depended on low-level features
and CamemBERT embeddings (Martin et al.,
2020). Consequently, the authors observed that
the CamemBERT model, based on embeddings,
achieved superior results when dealing with com-
plete true news. Meanwhile, the model relying
on characters and n-grams demonstrated superior
performance in the more challenging task of head-
line satire detection, attaining a maximum accu-
racy rate of 74.07%. For Portuguese, Carvalho
et al. (2020) conducted a study on detecting irony
in satirical headlines and discovered that the ex-
traordinary nature of these headlines arises from
the combination of terms from different conceptual
domains. They noted that simple word-based linear
classifiers are effective in distinguishing between
fictional and real headlines, achieving an average
F-measure of 85%. Furthermore, incorporating
features to identify contrasts beyond the trained
domain led to significant improvements, resulting
in an F-measure of 91%. Additionally, in the realm
of Portuguese, there are other noteworthy initia-
tives related to our work, such as the detection of
irony in tweets (Vanin et al., 2013; Wick-Pedro and
Vale, 2020) and the recognition of one-line jokes
(Gonçalo Oliveira et al., 2020; Inácio et al., 2023).

2.2 Machine Learning Explainability
Modern Machine Learning (ML) systems generally
lack interpretability, i.e. it is virtually impossible to
understand qualitatively how their prediction is ob-
tained. This aspect of the models raises questions
about whether they are leveraging their decisions
on meaningful information from the data (Ribeiro
et al., 2016).

Additionally to traditional explainability meth-
ods — such as using inherently interpretable mod-
els (Ustun and Rudin, 2016) or evaluating attention
weights (Xu et al., 2015) — researchers started
developing approaches to obtain model-agnostic
explanations of single input examples, as LIME
(Ribeiro et al., 2016) and SHAP (Lundberg and
Lee, 2017). In general, such methods work by per-
turbating input units (features, tokens, pixels, etc.)
and calculating the degree to which they alter the
model’s final prediction. Since they provide lo-
cal explanations only, research usually relies upon

visualization techniques or manual analysis of a
range of examples to pursue global conclusions
about the model’s performance.

3 Methodology

As previously mentioned, our main focus in this
paper is to not only evaluate the performance of
fine-tuned large language models in the task of
Satire Recognition but also assess the linguistic
knowledge that the models resort to when doing
such classification. Therefore, our methodology
consists of three specific phases: defining the cor-
pus and data to be used, training and evaluating
the models, and, finally, using ML explainability
techniques to understand the models’ decisions.

3.1 Corpus

In this paper, we used a subset of a corpus of satiri-
cal news automatically extracted from Sensacional-
ista2, a Brazilian website of satirical and humorous
news. For the experiments presented in this paper,
we selected 150 satirical news (Satirical) and their
counter-part non-satirical (Real) ones. The collec-
tion process involved a manual approach, with an
initial focus on keywords identified in the satirical
news, followed by a manual search for each corre-
sponding real article. For additional corpus details,
please refer to Table 1.

News Tokens Types Sentences
Satirical News 22,963 4.843 1,212
Real News 107,133 11,304 5,721

Table 1: Corpus characteristics

From a linguistic perspective, we understand
that the number of words, sentences, and lexical di-
versity can serve as a distinguishing characteristic
among different types of content. This becomes ev-
ident in the marked structural differences between
real and satirical news, for instance, notably in the
quantity and complexity of sentences employed.

In Table 2 we present an example of excerpts
from a Satirical news3 and its Real counterpart4.

2https://www.sensacionalista.com.br/
3English version: Marcela’s dog threw itself into the lake

because it had to live with Temer. First Lady Marcela Temer
went into a pond at the Alvorada Palace two weeks ago, fully
clothed, to rescue her dog Picolly. According to veterinarians
at the Planalto, the dog had thrown itself into the lake because
it was depressed about having to live with President Michel
Temer. “It’s not easy for him to live in the same house as

https://www.sensacionalista.com.br/


Satirical news Cachorro de Marcela se jogou no lago por ter que conviver com Temer.
A primeira-dama Marcela Temer entrou de roupa e tudo há duas semanas em uma lagoa no
Palácio da Alvorada, para resgatar seu cachorro Picolly.
Segundo veterinários do Planalto, o cachorro teria se jogado no lago pois estava deprimido
por ter que conviver com o presidente Michel Temer.
“Não é fácil para ele viver na mesma casa que Temer.”

Real news Marcela Temer pula em lago para salvar seu cachorro e afasta segurança que não ajudou.
A primeira-dama Marcela Temer pulou em um lago do Palácio da Alvorada, em Brasília, para
resgatar seu cachorro, Picoly.
O animal, da raça jack russell, se viu em apuros após se jogar nas águas do jardim do palácio
e não conseguir sair.
Assustada, a mulher do presidente Michel Temer ainda pediu auxílio a uma agente de segu-
rança.

Table 2: Example of excerpts of around 400 characters of a Satirical news and its Real counterpart

The 150 headlines of this subset were annotated
by three annotators. They were tasked with identi-
fying which part of the headline contained satire in
the sentence (delimited by <sat> and </sat> tags).
Table 3 shows an example5 of the annotations per-
formed by them.

3.2 Classification Models

To answer our first research question, experiments
were conducted by fine-tuning pre-trained trans-
former models, specifically BERTimbau6 (Souza
et al., 2020), RobertaTwitterBR7, and Albertina PT-
BR8 (Rodrigues et al., 2023), all of them neural
models for the Portuguese language. BERTimbau
was pre-trained on BrWaC (Brazilian Portuguese
Web as Corpus) (Wagner Filho et al., 2018), a sub-
stantial Portuguese corpus consisting of 2.7 billion
tokens from 3.5 million documents gathered by
web crawling across various websites. This cor-
pus, as suggested by the authors, ensures a broad
diversity of topics. RobertaTwitterBR was trained
on a dataset of approximately 7 million Portuguese
tweets. Albertina PT-BR, derived from DeBERTa

Temer.”
4English version: Marcela Temer jumps into a lake to save

her dog and pushes away the security guard who didn’t help.
First Lady Marcela Temer jumped into a pond at the Alvorada
Palace in Brasília to rescue her dog, Picoly. The Jack Russell
terrier found itself in trouble after jumping into the waters of
the palace garden and being unable to get out. Alarmed, the
wife of President Michel Temer even asked for help from a
security agent.

5English version: Temer has 5% and MDB confuses it with
a bribe.

6Available at: https://github.com/neuralmind-ai/
portuguese-bert

7Available at: https://huggingface.co/
verissimomanoel/RobertaTwitterBR

8Available at: https://huggingface.co/PORTULAN/
albertina-900m-portuguese-ptbr-encoder-brwac

(He et al., 2020), was also pre-trained using the
brWaC dataset.

In this paper, we investigated how ML can be
applied to classify satirical news in the domain of
Brazilian politics. For this, different classifiers,
with different hyperparameters, were tested in our
corpus (see Section 3.1). From the 300 pairs of
satirical and non-satirical news, 240 of them were
used for fine-tuning the models and the remaining
60 were used for testing.

The news articles in the corpus span a variety of
genres, including satire and non-satire, with vary-
ing lengths. The length of these articles varies
from 69 characters to almost 20 thousand charac-
ters. To ensure consistency and standardization,
we chose to truncate the news used for training
and validation to a maximum of 400 characters. In
this procedure, the news articles were truncated,
focusing only on the first 400 characters, which in-
clude the headlines. This decision was made after
finding that only two articles were less than 400
characters in length, making this limit an appropri-
ate choice to maintain uniformity in the data set.
Moreover, according to Table 1, real news typically
exhibits greater length compared to satirical news
pieces. The news articles used for testing were not
truncated.

Figure 1 depicts the methodology, which un-
folded in two distinct stages: (i) the fine-tuning of
the neural model, and (ii) the model’s evaluation on
the test dataset, resulting in the generation of stan-
dard evaluation measures. It is worth mentioning
that the same training and testing partitions were
used, in a stratified manner, in all experiments.

The experiments were conducted on Google
Colab Pro, using TPU, Tesla T4 GPU, V100-
SXM2-16GB and NVIDIA A100-SXM4-40GB,

https://github.com/neuralmind-ai/portuguese-bert
https://github.com/neuralmind-ai/portuguese-bert
https://huggingface.co/verissimomanoel/RobertaTwitterBR
https://huggingface.co/verissimomanoel/RobertaTwitterBR
https://huggingface.co/PORTULAN/albertina-900m-portuguese-ptbr-encoder-brwac
https://huggingface.co/PORTULAN/albertina-900m-portuguese-ptbr-encoder-brwac


Original headline: Temer tem 5% e MDB confunde com propina.

Annotator A Temer tem 5% e MDB <sat>confunde com propina</sat>
Annotator B Temer tem <sat>5% e MDB confunde com propina</sat>
Annotator C Temer tem 5% e MDB confunde com <sat>propina</sat>

Table 3: Example of annotations for a satirical headline

Figure 1: The proposed experimental configuration was
divided into two steps: i. fine-tuning of neural model
and ii. model’s evaluation.

with 35.2GB of available RAM.

3.3 Model Explainability

A main concern we have regarding the ML mod-
els is if they are in fact learning the intended phe-
nomenon, i.e. what is the information that the ma-
chine uses to reach its final classification decision?

To answer this question, we take advantage of
SHAP9 (Lundberg and Lee, 2017), which provides
model-agnostic local explanations for ML mod-
els. Given a model — in our case, a transformer
— and an input (a text), SHAP masks out different
tokens to assess how they impact the final predic-
tion scores, testing different combinations of the
mask to account for interactions between features.
Finally, SHAP returns a base value (the class prob-
abilities when every token is masked) and additive
values for each token in the input, representing
the contribution of that specific token to the final
prediction score10.

SHAP values can be positive (when the token
contributes to the class in question) or negative
(when the token points out to another class). Since
our classification task is binary, SHAP values for
each class (satiric and real) are necessarily inverse.
As our main focus is to understand if the model is

9Available at: https://github.com/shap/shap
10In other words, the final class probability is equal to the

base value summed with the SHAP values for each token.

capturing satire, we did our analyses for the satiric
class.

Seeing that SHAP provides only explanations
for single instances, we developed a method to bet-
ter analyze if the model is associating the same text
passages to satire as a human would. To this ex-
tent, we take advantage of the manual annotation of
satiric news headlines, described in subsection 3.1.
Since the corpus has an annotation of the exact
excerpts in which humans consider the satire to
be, we want to compare if SHAP values for tokens
inside such passages are higher than for those to-
kens outside of the annotation tags, meaning that
the model is associating the same pieces of infor-
mation to the presence of satire as humans have
done.

For our analysis, since the contribution of each
token for the instance classification is different for
each text, we first normalize the values according
to Equation 1. Given a text of n tokens with SHAP
values {s1, · · · , si, · · · , sn} = S, each token with
a positive SHAP value has its value normalized to
s′i, which indicates how much this specific token
contributes to the prediction score of the class of
satire.

s′i =
si∑

sj∈S,sj>0 sj
, ∀si > 0 ∈ S (1)

Sum of positive SHAP values

Only for positive SHAP values

Besides, we also used the SHAP values in a
manual analysis as explained in Section 4.2.

4 Results

In this section, we present the results that helped us
to answer our research questions regarding the per-
formance of fine-tuned models (4.1), the explain-
ability of their classification (4.2) and our manual
analysis of some instances (4.3).

4.1 Classification Performance
In terms of the quantitative measures usually ap-
plied in the evaluation of computational models

https://github.com/shap/shap


— Accuracy, Precision, Recall, and F-measure —
based on the values presented in Table 4, we con-
cluded that the neural model generated by the
fine-tuning of Albertina obtained the best values:
96.67% for all measures11.

Table 5 and Figure 2 present the detailed results
of the best-performing model obtained with the
fine-tuning of Albertina. This model had excellent
performance, correctly predicting 58 of the 60 in-
stances present in the test corpus. As a result, the
models achieved an accuracy of 96.67%.

Satiric Real
Predict

Satiric

Real

Tr
ue

29 1

1 29 10

20

Figure 2: Confusion matrix of the model obtained with
fine-tuning of Albertina.

Furthermore, the model presents a very consis-
tent and reliable performance, with precision, re-
call, and F-measure values of 96.67% for both cat-
egories, indicating that it is effective in classifying
satirical and real news. This is particularly rele-
vant since identifying satirical news is crucial to
preventing the spread of misleading information.

Thus, although the test corpus sample is small,
these results provide evidence of the model’s ex-
cellent assertiveness in predicting satirical news in
the domain of Brazilian politics.

In addition, we carried out experiments with
news headlines. The results (Table 6) obtained
revealed significant differences in the performance
of these models compared to previous results ob-
tained when analyzing the same full news stories.
Albertina achieved the best results, with an accu-
racy of 78.33% and a precision of 79.14%. Rober-
taTwitterBR achieved an accuracy of 71.67% and
a precision of 76.68%, while BERTimbau, with an
accuracy of 68.33%, was slightly behind in terms
of precision (68.86%). The F-measure, which com-
bines precision and coverage, corroborated the su-
periority of the model trained with Albertina with

11The best results were achieved with the following opti-
mized hyperparameters: number of epochs= 20; batch size= 8;
early stop= 2; learning rate=1e-5. The same hyperparameters
were used for Albertina, BERTimbau, and RobertaTwitterBR.
To ensure the reliability of the results, we ran the LLMs with
different training-test partitions of the data.

a score of 78.18%. This lower performance of the
model fine-tuned with the full texts and tested in
headlines can be explained, in part, by the very dif-
ferent syntactic structure of the headlines compared
with the full texts.

The main motivation for the news headline-only
experiments was based on evidence that head-
lines often contain linguistic cues that can indicate
whether the text is satirical or not. Additionally,
news headlines are the first or, in some cases, only
piece of news that readers consume, which makes
them especially important for identifying satirical
content. Therefore, with the headline-only experi-
ments, we were able to explore language models in
identifying satirical content in limited, highly con-
densed texts. Furthermore, this may also have prac-
tical implications, as the ability to identify satire
based on headlines alone may be useful in scenar-
ios where readers have limited access to the full
news content.

4.2 Explainability Results
As we mentioned in Section 3.3, we want to see if
the normalized SHAP values inside manually anno-
tated passages in satiric headlines are higher than
the ones outside such excerpts. An overview analy-
sis can be seen in Figure 3, in which we present, for
each model, the general distribution of the normal-
ized SHAP values of text passages. In the graph,
values under “Inside tags” correspond to the total
contribution of the annotated text passage, i.e. the
sum of the normalized SHAP values of all tokens
identified by at least one annotator. Conversely, val-
ues under “Outside tags” represent the contribution
of tokens outside such tags.

In Figure 3, we can observe that generally, the
models consider roughly at the same degree text
passages inside and outside the annotation tags
(medians revolve around 50%). This shows that the
information the model uses does not match exactly
with human perceptions of satiric content, although
it uses the same knowledge to some extent.

These observations highlight that, even though
the models often identify correctly satiric instances,
their decisions sometimes rely on text passages that
a human would not consider as the main point of
the satire. This could mean that the models do not
identify satire but rather other related or unrelated
text characteristics. On the other hand, the machine
might have identified subtle satiric characteristics
that human eyes were not able to perceive at first,
which requires a more detailed intrinsic analysis of



Accuracy Precision Recall F-measure
Albertina 96.67% 96.67% 96.67% 96.67%
RobertaTwitterBR 95.00% 95.45% 95.00% 94.99%
BERTimbau 85.00% 87.02% 85.00% 84.79%

Table 4: Values of evaluation measures obtained in neural models Albertina, RobertaTwitterBR and BERTimbau.

Albertina BERTimbau RoBERTa Albertina BERTimbau RoBERTa
Inside tags Outside tags
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Figure 3: Extrinsic analysis of relative SHAP values of text passages inside and outside manual annotations.

Precision Recall F-measure
Satirical 96.67% 96.67% 96.67%

Real 96.67% 96.67% 96.67%

Table 5: Detailed prediction results returned by the
model obtained by fine-tuning Albertina.

the results to attest.

4.3 Manual analysis

In Table 7 we show two examples of instances cor-
rectly classified by the fine-tuned Albertina model.
The Satirical news is the same as shown in Table 2.
The SHAP scores for tokens that had a positive in-
fluence on the class are shown subscribed. Tokens
with a score of at least 0.02 (empirically defined
value) are highlighted in bold. It is worth noting
that SHAP values are scattered across a longer text,
which can make the values per individual word
seem small. However, when you take into account
the total contribution of all the words, the over-
all impact is still substantial. For instance, in the

first example, the combined contribution of all the
tokens is 0.598.

As we can notice, the words that most influ-
enced the classification of the satirical news were:
cachorro (dog), roupa_e_tudo_há (fully clothed),
para (to) resgatar (rescue), and viver (live). These
words indeed bring clues for the satirical feature
of this text. On the other hand, the words that
most influenced the classification of the real news
were: quarta (Wednesday), confirmou (confirmed),
que_uma (that a), Ipanema, na (in the), Zona
(Zone), Sul_do (South of), Rio, na_manhã_desta
quarta-feira_(15) (on Wednesday morning (15))
está (is)12. It seems to be that the words that most
influenced the classification of the real news are

12English version of the real news: Dead whale strands on
Ipanema Beach in Rio. A biologist from Uerj confirmed the
death of the animal, which appeared on the shore of the South
Zone. The area has been isolated for removal, which will be
done Wednesday night. The animal will be taken by Comlurb
to the sanitary landfill in Seropédica. A biologist confirmed
that a stranded whale on Ipanema Beach in the South Zone of
Rio, on Wednesday morning (15), is dead.



Accuracy Precision Recall F-measure

BERTimbau 68.33% 68.86% 68.33% 68.11%
RobertaTwitterBR 71.67% 76.68% 71.67% 70.27%
Albertina 78.33% 79.14% 78.33% 78.18%

Table 6: Values of evaluation measures obtained on headlines.

those that indicate facts such as dates and places.
It is important to emphasize that the SHAP

visualization has a clear tendency to group se-
quential tokens that have a high level of interac-
tion. This leads to the creation of chunks, such as
“roupa_e_tudo_há” or “Sul_do,” where the SHAP
value corresponds to the sum of individual parts.
However, these chunks, obtained through auto-
matic hierarchical clustering methods, do not nec-
essarily correspond to sensible linguistic chunks as
in constituency parsing. Therefore, it is crucial to
keep in mind these aspects of the SHAP visualiza-
tion when interpreting the results.

We also took a look at the two test instances that
Albertina’s fine-tuned model classified incorrectly.
They are presented in Appendix A.

Finally, in Table 8 we show the fine-tuned Al-
bertina’s SHAP scores for the headlines with a
minimum threshold of 0.613 (empirically defined).
Each headline is also accompanied by the human-
annotated version as indicated by tags <X> ... </X>
for annotators X. As we can notice, for the first
two headlines there are intersections between hu-
man annotations and the best SHAP scores: “jogou”
and “lago” in the first example and “porque”, “mãe”
and “eles” in the second one. However, in the third
example, there is no intersection. For this last ex-
ample, annotator C also didn’t highlight any token
as indicative of satire.

5 Conclusion

In this paper, we presented a work on the identi-
fication of satirical news in Brazilian Portuguese
by fine-tuning and evaluating the performance of
different LLMs. When classifying news texts, Al-
bertina PT-BR (Rodrigues et al., 2023) had the best
results, reaching 96.67% F-measure. Meanwhile,
when evaluating on only news headlines, Albertina
obtained 78.18% F-measure. From these values we
can conclude that the performance of the best fine-
tuned LLM for satire identification lies between

13As headline sizes are smaller, tokens scores tend to be
higher, justifying the increase in our empirically defined
threshold.

78 to 96% F-measure. These values allow us to
answer our first research question pointing out that
fine-tuned LLMs presented very promising perfor-
mance on the task of satire identification.

Besides, we also provide an ML explainability
analysis using a tool named SHAP (Lundberg and
Lee, 2017) and compared its results with manual
annotations. An overview analysis showed that
the models consider pieces of information that hu-
mans associated with satire to roughly the same
extent as those not used by the human annotators.
Thus, we conclude that the knowledge taken into
account by the fine-tuned model when doing satire
identification is not always the same as considered
by humans, answering our second research ques-
tion. On the other hand, we highlight that these
specific pieces of information may be unrelated
to the problem in question (satire identification),
bringing up two scenarios: (i) the model learned
a different but correlated task (e.g. to identify the
Sensacionalista’s writing style), or (ii) the model
did not learn anything and the results are due to
statistical fluctuation. A third scenario is possible
in which (iii) the model was able to capture further
details that humans were not able to perceive at
first during annotation. Further detailed analyses
of these results and a thorough review of the cor-
pus and linguistic theories about satire can be of
great value to attest to our observations and decide
which is the best-suiting scenario we observed in
this paper.

In our manual analysis of the explainability re-
sults for the Albertina’s fine-tuned model we were
able to find interesting clues to classify satirical
and real news, but an in-depth linguistic investiga-
tion is needed to allow some robust conclusions to
be drawn. This is one of our future steps in this
research.

As future work we also highlight two ways that
would bring greater benefit to the proposals pre-
sented here: (i) additions of updated news from
the Sensacionalista portal and other satirical news
sources; and (ii) include other domains in the news



Satiric Cachorro0.053 de0.014 Marcela0.01 se0.003 jogou0.01 no0.006 lago0.009 por0.007 ter0.007 que0.004

conviver_com_Temer0.005.
A primeira-dama Marcela Temer entrou de roupa_e_tudo_há0.021

duas_semanas_em_uma_lagoa0.017 no_Palácio_da0.01 Alvorada0.008, para0.031 resgatar0.027
seu0.016 cachorro0.029 Picolly0.012.
Segundo_veterinários0.015 do Planalto0.003, o_cachorro0.01 teria_se0.014 jogado_no0.016 lago_pois0.01

estava0.011 deprimido0.013 por0.01 ter0.007 que0.009 conviver0.011 com_o0.014 presidente0.009

Michel_Temer0.009.
“0.044 Não é fácil0.015 para0.008 ele0.014 viver0.038 na mesma casa0.019

Real Baleia morta encalha na_Praia_de Ipanema, no Rio.
Biólogo da Uerj confirmou morte do_animal, que apareceu na orla da_Zona_Sul .
Área0.012 foi0.007 isolada0.019 para_a0.017 retirada que0.003 será0.007 feita0.006 na0.003 noite0.012

desta0.01 quarta0.026 .0.008
Animal0.009 será levado pela Comlurb_para0.009 aterro sanitário_de0.013 Seropédica0.006 .0.026
Um0.006 biólogo0.007 confirmou0.022 que_uma0.024 baleia encalhada0.011 na Praia de Ipanema0.02

,0.012 na0.022 Zona0.023 Sul_do0.039 Rio0.021 ,0.016 na_manhã_desta0.036 quarta-feira_(15),0.039
está0.032

Table 7: Examples of instances correctly classified by the fine-tuned Albertina model. The SHAP scores for tokens
that had a positive influence for the class are shown subscribed. Tokens with a score of at least 0.02 (empirically
defined value) are highlighted in bold.

H Cachorro de Marcela <A>se jogou no lago</A> <B>por ter que <A><C>conviver com Temer</C></A></B>
A Cachorro0.154 de0.054 Marcela0.016 se0.046 jogou0.065 no0.03 lago0.069 por0.048 ter0.026 que0.053 conviver0.059

com Temer0.004
H PSDB homenageou Gilmar Mendes ontem <B>porque ele é <A>uma <C>mãe</C> para eles</A></B>
A PSDB homenageou0.049 Gilmar0.019 Mendes ontem0.026 porque0.112 ele0.053 é0.023 uma0.036 mãe0.099

para0.001 eles0.106

H 63 viagens de Rodrigo Maia pela FAB desencadeiam a <A><B>Operação Lava-Jatinho</B></A>
A 630.052 viagens de Rodrigo0.008 Maia0.066 pela FAB0.081 desencadeiam0.063 a Operação Lava-Jatinho

Table 8: Examples of headlines annotated by humans (H) – annotators A, B, and C – and the SHAP scores for
tokens that had a positive influence on the Satirical classification by Albertina’s fine-tuned model (A). Tokens with a
score of at least 0.06 (empirically defined value) are highlighted in bold.

corpus, such as behavior, entertainment, sports,
world, and country.
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Satiric
news
classified
as Real

630.005 viagens0.03 de0.007 Rodrigo Maia0.017 pela0.01 FAB0.01 desencadeiam0.037 a0.011

Operação_Lava-0.045 Jatinho0.019 .0.025
O_pré-0.031 candidato0.009 do_DEM0.018 à0.007 presidência_da_república0.031 será investigado
na recém inaurugrada0.012 Operação0.006 Lava0.008 -0.011 Jatinho .0.098
Levantamento do Estado de São0.004 Paulo Rodrigo Maia viajou_630.005 vezes pela Força Aérea
Brasileira0.003 para compromissos pelo país, a_maioria0.005 deles_no_Rio0.005 de_Janeiro0.009

.0.032
O0.006 ministro0.003 da0.002 Fazenda0.004 ,0.003 Henrique Meireiles ,0.002 ainda

Real news
classified
as Satiric

Aécio0.048 Neves:0.02 Sua0.008 excelência0.008 , o fato .
Fui_ingênuo,0.019 cometi_erros0.005 e_me_penitencio0.018 por_eles0.009 ,0.004 mas_não0.022

cometi0.012 nenhuma0.027 ilegalidade0.013 .0.006
A_narrativa_que_se_impõe0.031 como_um0.01 tsunami_no_país_tende_a0.019 considerar0.013
,0.006 de0.003 antemão,0.021 todos_os0.002 políticos culpados0.01 .
Fragmentos0.032 de0.015 imagens_e0.037 manchetes0.026 repetidos0.02 à0.02 exaustão0.011 de-
finem percepções0.042 .
Vivemos o tempo da opinião muitas vezes desvinculada0.05 da_informação0.043 .0.021
Sou alvo0.021 de

Table 9: Instances incorrectly classified by the fine-tuned Albertina model. The SHAP scores for tokens that had
a positive influence for the class are shown subscribed. Tokens with a score of at least 0.02 (empirically defined
value) are highlighted in bold.
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